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Abstract—This article is aimed at analyzing and improving the methods of preprocessing ECG signals for the task of detecting low-amplitude regular components. This study analyzed the main advantages and disadvantages of existing ECG signal preprocessing methods for the detection of late ventricular and atrial potentials. Based on this analysis, a cardiac cycle averaging method was proposed in order to increase the accuracy of detection of late potentials by various algorithms and improve the quality of preprocessing of the ECG signal aimed at detection of low-amplitude components. The main feature of the proposed method is the division of a large number of cardiocycles for averaging into smaller aggregates (epochs), and the subsequent application of linear matrix decomposition to suppress irregular inclusions. Also, when dividing into epochs, it can be used overlapping. It can reduce the difference between epochs, and increase the number of cardiocycles for averaging. The use of this approach allows to minimize irregular inclusions in the ECG signal and increase the accuracy of the selection of low-amplitude late potentials. In addition, the division into epochs and overlapping makes possible to avoid blurring of low-amplitude high-frequency components during averaging as a result of heart rate variability, as well as to improve the quality of averaging with a reduced number of cardiocycles. To test the proposed method, various approaches were used to assess the ECG signal preprocessing. Mostly, we compared the cardiac cycles obtained as a result of different averaging algorithms and the proposed method with the template. To test the averaging method, an artificial ECG signal was developed with existing noise, late ventricular and atrial potentials, heart rate variability, and a high-amplitude component that occurs at a random location every two heartbeats. The template cardiac cycle was obtained from the original artificial signal without any distortion or noise. Firstly, we visually compared and evaluated different averaging methods with the template. Secondly, we calculated the similarity metrics of the late potentials on the averaged cardiac cycle with the late potentials on the template signal. Based on these metrics, the curves of dependence of the similarity values on the amplitude of late potentials on the ECG signal were calculated. Thirdly, we evaluated the impact of the proposed averaging method on the classification results of various machine learning algorithms on real ECG signals with available late potentials. The overall testing result showed that the proposed averaging method is able to reproduce the morphology of low-amplitude regular components by 10-30% more accurately and improve the classification accuracy by 5-12%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern ECG screening methods make it possible to diagnose pathologies of the cardiovascular system in the early stages. Indeed, in the early stages of the disease, changes in the ECG are so insignificant that they can be overlapped, for example, by the noise of the electrodes and the quantization error of the initial signal [1]. The presence of late potentials can be a precursor of atrial and ventricular fibrillation and cause life-threatening conditions of the cardiovascular system [2].

Detection of late potentials can be used to diagnose atrial and ventricular fibrillation, as well as other life-threatening arrhythmias in the early stages, so it is very important to have sensitive and reliable methods for their determination.

The most common method of detecting low-amplitude components today is high-resolution ECG, as well as R-wave (SAECG) and P-wave (PSAECG) ECG signal averaging. Late potentials, which are studied by high-resolution electrocardiography and have an amplitude of 1-40 microvolts and lie in the frequency range of 40-250 Hz, are low-amplitude and high-frequency inclusions in the ECG [3].

The useful ECG signal consists of periodic pulses (cardiocycles), while the noise from the registration tract,
movement artifacts, and other abnormalities are non-periodic and harmful components. By averaging the cardiocycles, the contribution of the irregular components is reduced, and on the other hand, increased the regular ones [4].

When late potentials are determined, 250-400 cardiocycles are usually used [5]. A smaller number of cardiocycles leads to insufficient suppression of unwanted noise and irregular components. A higher number of cardiocycles leads to a smoothing of the useful low-amplitude signal.

Despite the fact that the cardiac averaging method suppresses noise and irregular components, the main disadvantage is that the resulting averaged signal is a superposition of the noise components of each individual cardiocycle with the useful signal. High-amplitude irregular components can contribute inclusions to the averaged signal, which in terms of shape and frequency composition will have the characteristics of the desired useful signal, but not be it.

Another approach to detecting low-amplitude components, namely late potentials, is a method based on a vector analysis of the ECG. For this method, orthogonal lead systems are used, for example, Frank’s lead system [6]. This method has several improvements due to fewer leads and, as a result, fewer factors for mistakes. Although this method has certain advantages, it still has disadvantages associated with direct signal averaging. In addition, cardiographs with a system of Frank leads are not common. With the presence of other additional pathologies, the accuracy of the prediction of late potentials may decrease according to this method, for example, in the case of bundle branches block [7].

Frequency methods are also used to detect late potentials. Most often, frequency methods analyze the frequency composition of the averaged QRS complexes and allow analyzing the signal in a narrow frequency range, and, as a result, increase the ability to distinguish low-amplitude inclusions in the signal [8].

Despite the advantages of the frequency methods of low-amplitude component analysis, the basis for the analysis is the averaged signal. It can carry in frequency composition irregular disturbances that have penetrated into the averaged signal from noisy cardiocycles. Thus, to take advantage of the above methods, the most important thing is to obtain a standard averaged cardiocycle without noise interference and irregular inclusions that distort the diagnostic information. Such irregular inclusions can be: motion artifacts, poor contact between the skin and the electrode, ECG recording interruption artifacts, muscle tremors, electrical activity of the skin surface, convulsions, cough, breathing artifacts, various electromagnetic disturbances [9].

Methods for extracting late potentials based on the wavelet transform are also widely used. They are used both for denoising [10] and for the efficient detection of late potentials [11]. It has both a number of positive and negative features. Among the positives, wavelet transform has good localization in time and frequency domain, it allows analyzing fast and slow changes in the signal, has a high frequency resolution, can use various types of wavelets, which facilitates the search for the necessary components in the signal.

The negative features of the application of wavelet analysis are the complexity of transitions from scales to frequency values, since, depending on different wavelets, the frequency value on a certain scale can change. Also, choosing the right wavelet, and choosing the range of scales to identify the frequency components is not an easy task. Due to the high variability of the shape and frequency composition of the components that are interesting to us, it may be necessary to analyze signal on different types of wavelets, or use complex mathematical functions, which can complicate the calculation.

Also, methods of linear matrix decomposition are used [12] to reduce the amount of noise and irregular inclusions in the signal, as well as to reduce the attenuation effect of regular low-amplitude components (due to the variability of RR and other ECG intervals). These methods make it possible to use a smaller number of cardiocycles by extracting noise disturbances in vectors with smaller singular values than in the useful signal. Also, it can significantly reduce the level of the noise component without using averaging a high number of cardiocycles, as well as the influence of high-amplitude irregular inclusions and variability of ECG intervals.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) in the task of extracting late potentials is used according to various approaches. They have their own advantages, but the main disadvantage of these methods is that the number, or range of singular values, in which the late potentials will be extracted, varies greatly for real signals. This range may depend on many factors, such as the amplitude of late potentials, the number of decomposing vectors, the amplitudes of the ECG signal components, and other non-periodic components that can be isolated in the range of selected singular vectors and distort the resulting signal [13].

Other methods of linear decomposition of matrices, or methods of matrix factorization, such as principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), factor analysis (FA) are also used in related directions. For example, for detection of cardiac activity before fibrillation attacks, selection of low-amplitude fetal ECG, analysis of visual evoked potentials (VEP) on EEG, denoising [14]–[17]. Although these methods are promising for the task of detecting late potentials, the problem remains of establishing the exact range of main vectors, components, and factors in which late potentials will be highlighted and irregular disturbances suppressed.
Thus, for the qualitative selection of late potentials, an preprocessing averaging method is required, which allows obtaining an average cardiocycle with high accuracy and can minimize the impact of different types of interferences with saving morphology and useful low-amplitude components of the ECG signal during the process of signal averaging.

The purpose of the study is to create a method aimed at reducing the impact of noise and high-amplitude irregular disturbances on the useful ECG signal. The method aims to minimize the disadvantages of the above signal processing methods and will be suitable for use with a variety of ECG recordings. In addition, it will be suitable for the further selection of late potentials features (or other low-amplitude components).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

To develop the method, an artificial ECG signal was simulated with the presence of late potentials, irregular inclusions, and other features of the signal that can make a negative contribution to the calculation of the averaged cardiocycle. The basis of the artificial signal (Fig. 1) is a modeled cardiocycle based on the "ECGSYN" algorithm [18], which generates a pure ECG signal with duration of 200 seconds, with a heart rate of 80 beats per minute and a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The standard deviation of the heart was used with the 2 beats per minute. It was superimposed with a baseline drift caused by breathing. Two regular components were also superimposed on the modeled cardiocycle, namely: late atrial potentials (LAP) — signals with an amplitude of 1-20 microvolts, and late ventricular potentials (LVP) — signals with an amplitude of 20-40 microvolts.

The duration of the signals of the late potentials is 28 milliseconds. They have the following frequency composition:

\[ LP(t) = a_1 \times \sin(2\pi f_1 t) + a_2 \times \sin(2\pi f_2 t) + a_3 \times \sin(2\pi f_3 t) \]

where \( f_1 = 78 \text{ Hz}, f_2 = 116 \text{ Hz}, f_3 = 102 \text{ Hz}, a_1, a_2, a_3 = 5:12:2 \).

These particular parameters of the late potentials were chosen taking into account the electrophysiological features of the malfunction of the conduction system of the human heart [19].

Gaussian noise is also superimposed on the modeled signal so that the resulting signal-to-noise ratio is 40 dB. In addition, an irregular high-amplitude component is superimposed on the signal, which can simulate manifestations of movement artifacts, extrasystoles, pacemaker stimulations, or other similar artifacts on the ECG.

These artifacts can cause a negative contribution to the averaged signal. The shape of this component can be described by the following equation:

\[ y = x + \frac{1}{x^{10}} \]

where \( x \in [0;1] \).

The step of the x-axis and the number of counts for this component depends on its duration and sampling rate. On the modeled signal, the duration of the irregular component is 70 ms. The algorithm for adding an irregular component was configured to randomly generate it every two seconds at a random location in the cardiocycle with given parameters.

Fig. 1 shows how an irregular component is superimposed on the LAP in the second cardiac cycle, which distorts the waveform and can make a negative contribution to the resulting averaged signal.

During the study, preprocessing of the signal was applied to remove interferences, which included the following stages:

1) Removal of baseline wander (0.15-0.3 Hz).
2) Removal of breathing artifacts (0.25-0.5 Hz) [20].
3) Removal of common-mode interference (50, 60 Hz) and second harmonics (100, 120 Hz) [21].
4) Removal of high-frequency components, the frequency composition of which lies outside the frequency range of the useful signal (250 Hz).

Since late potentials lie in the range of 40-250 Hz, we can construct a band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies.
of 1-250 Hz. A zero-phase, 10th-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1-250 Hz was created [22]. Common-mode interference was removed using a second-order digital notch filter with an infinite impulse response.

The quality factor (Q-factor) of the filter is 30, and the center frequencies are 50 and 100 Hz, if there is a 50 Hz common-mode interference, and 60 and 120 Hz, if the common-mode interference is 60 Hz. Since the frequency composition of the modeled signal does not contain common-mode interference, this type of filtering was not applied to the signal.

The division of the useful signal into cardiocycles was carried out in several stages. The first stage is the detection of R peaks. The second stage is the division of the ECG into separate cardiocycles and the formation of sets of cardiocycles (epochs). The “kalidas2017” detector [23] was chosen to detect R peaks. This algorithm was chosen due to its high performance, ability to real-time signal processing, and high accuracy.

The formation of cardiocycle epochs was performed by cutting the cardiocycle from the ECG recording. The beginning of the cardio cycle was set 0.3 seconds before the R peak. The end of the cardio cycle, on the contrary, was set 0.5 seconds after the R peak.

In Fig. 2, a — we can see that during the segmentation of the pure ECG signal, clearly superimposed cardiocycles were obtained. There were no mistakenly selected cardiocycles. There are observed manifestations of heart rate variability on the cardio cycle. Heart rate variability was established in the test signal model.

Due to heart rhythm variability we have a deviation of P, T waves from the central position, and as a result, a divergence in the position of LAP and LVP. Moreover, the high amplitude of irregular component can be superimposed on the useful LVP and LAP signal. This leads to an erroneous determination of its location as an R peak.

The preprocessing of the signal did not allow significantly reducing the level of Gaussian noise, because the amplitude and frequency composition of such noise can be superimposed on the useful LVP and LAP signal. Moreover, the high amplitude of irregular component that was added to the signal cannot be effectively removed by classical preprocessing methods due to the frequency composition that lies in the frequency range of the investigated useful signal.

The presence of these inaccuracies led to the false detection of R peaks and, as a result, the false detection of cardiocycles. When the detector detects an irregular high-amplitude disturbance as an R peak, the real R peak
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To assess the effect of a high-amplitude irregular component on the segmentation of QRS complexes, intra-group variance was estimated in sets of cardiocycles with and without interference.

The standard deviation of (STD), coefficient of covariance (COV), and interquartile distance (IQR) were calculated and values have been entered into a table (Table 1) for counts in each group. We can see how the values of the parameters with the presence of the irregular high amplitude component are higher, which indicates a higher intra-group variance of cardiocycles and, as a result, can lead to a larger error in averaging.

The presence of these inaccuracies led to the false detection of R peaks and, as a result, the false detection of cardiocycles. When the detector detects an irregular high-amplitude disturbance as an R peak, the real R peak
which superimposed on the averaged cardiac cycle in the wrong place becomes a disturbance. It can make a negative contribution to the process of forming the averaged cardiac cycle. This happens due to a similar frequency composition or as a result of missed R peaks detection algorithm, which exists in most ECG detectors [24].

In addition, the irregular component lying near the R peak can overlap with the useful signal in the averaged cardiac cycle with subsequent distortion.

To reduce the negative impact of irregular components on the useful signal, and to improve the existing methods of averaging cardiocycles for detecting late potentials, the following algorithm was proposed (Fig. 3).

The principle of the algorithm (Fig. 3) is following: cardiocycles that are selected from the initial signal (usually about 300 segments) are divided into sets (epochs) of \( n \) cardiocycles in each, and each epoch is selected with an overlap of \( m \) cardiocycles with the previous and next epoch. Then, a matrix is formed from each epoch, where the columns are formed from counts of a single cardiocycle from the epoch. Then, the singular value decomposition (SVD) method is applied to the obtained matrix.

The SVD method uses an \( m \times n \) decomposition of the matrix \( A \) (where \( n \) is the number of columns or cardiocycles in the epoch, and \( m \) is the number of cardiocycle counts in the epoch) in such a way that:

\[
A_{\text{mn}} = U_{\text{mxn}} W_{\text{nxm}} V^T_{\text{mxn}},
\]

where \( A \) — the original matrix, \( U \) — the left singular vectors, \( W \) — the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, or singular values, \( V \) — the right singular vectors.

By zeroing the left and right singular vectors with the smallest singular values, we get a matrix approximation of the original set of cardiocycles, filtering out the least important components (for example, noise). This method is used for the purpose of obtaining a vector that shows the most significant dependence between columns (cardiocycles). This vector is the most informative component of the decomposed cardiocycle epoch matrix. In the last step, the most informative components (vectors) are averaged, forming the initial vector — an averaged cardiocycle with a significant reduction in the influence of negative factors.

An averaged cardiocycle is characterized by: a decrease in high-amplitude inclusions, a decrease in the degree of distortion of the signal shape (due to the inaccuracy of R peak detection), a decrease in the effect of blurring of low-amplitude components after averaging (due to the presence of heart rate variability).

The division into epochs of cardiocycles increases the reliability of the selection of regular low-amplitude components and makes it possible to apply other averaging methods to a reduced number of higher-quality, preprocessed cardiocycles (main vectors). The application of overlap increases the total amount of cardiocycles in processing and minimizes the influence of irregular components. The influence of such components could be manifested in a separate epoch of cardiocycles. In addition, splitting into epochs solves the problem when at a high number of cardiocycles during averaging (due to heart rate variability), the ability to extract late potentials was reduced. Using this method allows us to increase the number of cardiocycles and, as a result, increase the accuracy of low-amplitude components detection. Instead of the SVD algorithm, other matrix factorization algorithms can be used, such as principal component analysis (PCA), non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), factor analysis (FA), etc.

The proposed method aspires to isolate low-amplitude regular components precisely in the first singular vector or principal component (or factor) in order to avoid manifestations of harmful components with lower degree of regularity. Although, there are studies, in which late potentials appear in the second and even the third singular vector [25]. The proposed method provides for a number of measures to maximize the probability of the studied low-amplitude components falling into the first, main vector.

Usually, due to the high amplitude of the peaks of the QRS complex, the approximate form of the QRS complex is distinguished in the first main vector of a matrix decomposition. This occurs when there is a large number of cardiocycles in the matrix, to which the singular decomposition is applied. Using the division into epochs of cardiocycles allows reducing this negative effect. According to the reduced number of cardiocycles in the epoch, compared to the initial number of cardiocycles, a high degree of informativeness is carried not only by the approximate form of the ECG signal but also by less low-amplitude regular components, for example, late potentials.

This kind of sensitivity to low-amplitude regular components can be adjusted by defining the size of the cardiocycle epoch \( n \) and increasing the number of these epochs by overlapping \( m \).

The proposed method also increases the reliability of detecting a useful signal in the main decomposition vector. So, if in one epoch, regular late potentials will not be
determined in the first principal vector, they will be allocated in the first vector of other epochs. In addition, the reliability of detecting low-amplitude components, such as late potentials in the first, main vector, can be increased by filtering the signal in a narrow frequency range, thereby significantly reducing the influence of high-amplitude low-frequency components, or by cutting out zones of interest from cardiocycles.

This approach allows analyzing a much smaller segment of the signal and, as a result, significantly reduces the impact of unwanted components. For example, to detect LVP, the region of interest can be narrowed down to the ST-T segment.

The allocation of the averaged cardiocycle with late potentials by various methods was also investigated (Fig. 4). The results of averaging according to different methods (Fig. 4, b, c, d) were compared with the reference cardiocycle (Fig. 4, a). The results of averaging cardiocycles for the ECG from the public data bank were also analyzed [24]. Two real signals were assessed with classical averaging (Fig. 4, e, g) and with averaging by the proposed method (Fig. 4, f, h).

To form a reference cardiocycle (template), an artificial cardiocycle without existing disturbances and heart rate variability was formed, then LVP and LAP signals were superimposed on it, according to the same algorithm as for signals with disturbances.

Similarity metrics were also calculated to investigate the quality of detection of low-amplitude regular components (late potentials).

The methods of improving the quality of selection of late potentials were applied to the studied signal, namely, filtering in a narrow frequency range (40-240 Hz), and narrowing the zone of interest to the ST segment for LVP selection (Fig. 5, a), and to the PQ segment to select LAP (Fig. 5, b).

The cosine similarity (1) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (2) were used to evaluate the difference between the template signal and the signal extracted after averaging.

\[
\text{CosSimilarity}_{A,B} = \frac{A \times B}{||A|| \times ||B||} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} B_i^2}},
\]

\[
\text{Pearson}_{\text{Correlation}}^{(2)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}},
\]

where \( A, B - n \)-dimensional vectors, and \( ||A||, ||B|| \) - Euclidean norms of vectors (\( A, B \)) in the space of real numbers.

On the basis of similarity metrics (1) and (2), the quality of selection of late potentials by different methods was compared depending on their amplitude in the modeled signal.

The classic averaging method of cardiocycle epochs and the proposed averaging method with selection of main vectors based on SVD, PCA, and FA methods were compared (Fig. 6).

An artificial signal with an irregular high-amplitude component, Gaussian noise (with the resulting signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB), and a heart rate of 80 beats per minute with a standard deviation of 2 beats per minute was applied to the input of various averaging algorithms. The parameters of the proposed averaging method were set to 30 epochs of cardiocycles with an overlap of 15 cardiocycles.

The arithmetic mean was used to average the main vectors obtained from the cardiocycle epochs. Quality index values were calculated for LVP and LAP with amplitudes of 1-40 microvolts with the step of 5 microvolts.

In addition, a study of the influence of the proposed signal preprocessing method on the classification results was conducted.

A test database with available late potentials was developed based on the public database [26] "PTB Diagnostic ECG Database Version: 1.0.0" to test the proposed method. Own development of the database was chosen because the data with available real (not artificial) late potentials are currently not widely distributed and available.

This database includes 549 high-resolution ECGs with a duration of about 115 seconds from 294 subjects with a quantization rate of 16 bits and a sampling frequency of each lead of 1000 Hz.

The database includes 148 patients with myocardial infarction, 18 patients with cardiomyopathy and heart failure, 14 patients with various types of arrhythmias, 7 patients with hypertrophy, as well as 52 healthy volunteers without existing disorders of cardiovascular activity.

These pathologies can be accompanied by the presence of low-amplitude LVP and LAP, on the basis of which a test database with available late potentials can be built.

The main feature of the "PTB Diagnostic ECG Database Version: 1.0.0" database is the inclusion of orthogonal Frank leads (X, Y, Z) in addition to the 12 standard leads.

This allows us to use the method of detecting late potentials based on the method generally accepted by the European Society of Cardiology, the American Heart Association, and the American College of Cardiology [27]. This method is based on the construction of the vector magnitude on the base of three ECG projections of
the heart from Frank’s orthogonal leads. According to this method, using vector magnitude, we can calculate the necessary parameters of the cardiocycle to detect the presence of late potentials [28]. Thus, the following vector magnitude parameters are characteristics of LVP: the duration of the QRS complex > 114 ms, the root-mean-square voltage of the last 40 ms (RMS40) < 20 microvolts, the total duration of the fragment of the QRS complex with voltage < 40 microvolts (LAS) more than 38 milliseconds. In turn, the following parameters of vector magnitude indicate the presence of LAP: P wave duration (PWD) > 115 ms, root-mean-square voltage of the last 20 ms P wave (RMS20) < 2.2 microvolts. The presence of late potentials was declared if at least two of the three conditions for LVP and both conditions for LAP were obtained [11]. Therefore, based on this method, a test database was obtained, in which there are 137 recordings with available LVPs, 47 recordings with available LAPs, 14 recordings with available LVPs and LAPs, and 351 recordings without available late potentials.

![Fig. 4 Cardiocycles averaging by various methods:](image)

a) reference cardiocycle with available late potentials; b) the main vector in the SVD decomposition of one epoch; c) averaged cardiocycle; d) averaged cardiocycle built on the basis of the proposed method; e) averaged cardiocycle “a” from the databank obtained by classic averaging; f) averaged cardiocycle “a” from the databank obtained by averaging using proposed method; g) averaged cardiocycle “b” from the databank obtained by classic averaging; h) averaged cardiocycle “b” from the databank obtained by averaging using proposed method; 0 – LVP on the template cardiocycle; 1, 2, 3 – artifacts on the averaged cardiocycle; 4, 5, 6 – artifacts on the main vector of one epoch; 7 – LVP after averaging using the proposed method; 8, 13 – distortion of the shape of the cardiocycle as a result of signal averaging with interferences; 10 – saving of the shape of the P wave with low-amplitude inclusions when averaging by the proposed method; 12 – distortion of the area with the presence of late potentials as a result of averaging the signal with interferences; 9, 11, 14 – late potentials on SAECG.
Classification models based on the support vector machine method (SVM), random forest classifier (RF), logistic regression (LR), and k-nearest neighbors (K-neighbor) were developed for testing the proposed preprocessing method.

For classification, the proposed averaging algorithm (Fig. 3) had the following parameters: epoch size \( n = 25 \) cardiocycles, overlap \( m = 10 \) cardiocycles, selection of the main vector (cardiocycle) was based on the SVD method, averaging of the main vectors was carried out by the arithmetic mean.

For the selected classification models, a system of features was calculated, that can characterize the presence of late potentials in time and frequency representation. The set of features was calculated on the basis of one of the existing approaches to the detection of late potentials using machine learning [10].

The basis for calculating the set of features was the vector magnitude (VM), which is extended to an arbitrary number of cardiographic leads, and calculated from 12 standard leads (I, II, III, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6) according to the formula [28]:

\[
VM = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} X_k^2(t)},
\]

where \( X_k \) – the averaged cardiocycle for each of the selected leads.

Therefore, during the training of the classification model, a set of 5 features used to classify LVPs and a set of 3 features used to classify LAPs were formed for each
examined ECG signal. For LVP, according to [28], the features based on the vector magnitude graph were calculated:

- the delay between R peak and point j (the point of transition of the S wave into the ST segment), in milliseconds;
- the value of the root-mean-square voltage of the last 40 ms (RMS40) of the QRS complex, in microvolts;
- the value of the total duration of the QRS complex sections with voltage < 40 microvolts, in milliseconds;
- the value of the energy ratio according to the time-frequency representation between the vector magnitude in the time range of LVP and the energy of the QRS complex in the frequency range of 55-300 Hz;
- the value of the energy ratio according to the time-frequency representation between the vector magnitude 80 ms after the end of the QRS complex and the energy of the QRS complex in the frequency range of 55-300 Hz.

Then, by analogy, the following features were calculated for late LAPs:

- the delay between the top of the P peak and the end of the P wave;
- root-mean-square voltage of the last 20 ms P wave (RMS20), in microvolts;
- the value of the energy ratio according to the time-frequency representation between the vector magnitude 80 ms after the end of the P wave and the energy of the P wave in the frequency range of 55-300 Hz.

To study the proposed method, a binary classification was carried out. Classification models were trained to predict normality and pathology signals with and without late potentials using ECG data from databank. On the basis of the developed database with available real ECG signals with LVP, and LAP, as well as control healthy signals, the described features were calculated. Features were calculated using different types of data preprocessing: classical averaging and averaging according to the proposed method. In the obtained datasets of features, normal and pathology classes were coded into the numerical format 0 and 1, respectively. After that, observations with a large number of missing values (2 or more) were removed. The rest of the missing values were replaced by the medians of the corresponding features.

Outliers that lie outside three standard deviations were also removed and replaced by the median of the corresponding sample in the dataset. After that, truncation of the largest class to the size of the smallest was carried out by the method with the random selection of observations to obtain a class sizes ratio of 1:1. The last step of data preparation was data standardization using the "Robust Scaler" algorithm, which is resistant to outliers [29].

As a result, 141 normal observations and 141 pathology observations for LVP signals (processed using classical averaging), 138 normal observations and 138 pathology observations for LVP signals (processed using the proposed averaging method), and 42 and 46 observations, for LAP processed using classical averaging and the proposed averaging method, respectively, were sent to the machine learning algorithms after the feature sets preprocessing.

Based on the obtained results of classification from developed database with real LVP and LAP contained ECG signals, the number of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) results were calculated. These numbers were used to calculate the statistical metrics of the accuracy of the classification models, namely: the probability of making a first-order error (FPR), the probability of making a second-order error (FNR), sensitivity (TPR), specificity (TNR), and overall accuracy (ACC). These metrics were calculated by the following formulas:

$$TPR = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}; TNR = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}$$

$$FPR = \frac{FP}{FP + TN}; FNR = \frac{FN}{FN + TP}$$

$$ACC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}$$

Also, the average value of each accuracy metric was calculated for further analysis.

Thus, during the study of the influence of the proposed preprocessing method of the ECG signal on the classification results, a summary table (Table 2) was obtained, according to which the comparison was made.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the averaged cardiocycle (Fig. 4, c) demonstrates a reduction in the contribution of the manifestations of inaccurate selection of cardiocycles and high-amplitude irregular components to the overall signal shape, but the distortion of the R wave (Fig. 4, 1) due to the presence of a set of irregular components that were detected by the detector as R peak.
This phenomenon occurred due to the presence of a set of irregular components, that were detected by the ECG detector as an R peak. There is also a distortion of the shape of the late potentials (Fig. 4, 2). This occurred due to the presence of an irregular high-amplitude component, as well as other noises in this area during the averaging of cardiocycles. In addition, there is a distortion of the T wave shape (Fig. 4, 3). This distortion is the result of the high number of interferences and wrong detection of the R peak position. Because of that, the T waveform on the averaged signal began to differ from the reference one. As a result, bulges and depressions began to appear in places, where they should not be.

The analysis of one epoch of the SVD decomposition (Fig. 4, b) shows, that the main vector has inclusions of high-amplitude irregular components — (Fig. 4, 4, 6), but their amplitude is much lower, than disturbances in the initial signal. The manifestation of these components in one epoch can be explained by the presence of several high-amplitude irregular disturbances in different cardiocycles in this epoch. Also, as a result of extracting the main vector in one epoch, the LVP was slightly distorted (Fig. 4, 5), but these distortions are much smaller than in the case of the averaged cardiocycle. These results (Fig. 4, b) were obtained from an epoch of only 30 cardiocycles, that is a significant improvement compared to the separately averaged signal of 250-300 cardiocycles. The best result was obtained during cardiocycle averaging using the proposed method (Fig. 4, d). Manifestations of the high-amplitude irregular component are almost not observed, and the morphology of the signal is largely similar to the reference cardiocycle. In addition, the section of the cardiocycle with late potentials (Fig. 4, 7) was selected best with the least distortions relative to the reference cardiocycle (Fig. 4, a).

Analyzing signals from the data bank (Fig. 4, e, g, f, h), we found that the classical averaging of cardiocycles can lead to distortion of the morphology of the cardiocycle (Fig. 4, 8, 13), especially in the presence of high-amplitude noise in the real ECG signal. This can significantly distort the results of the classification of various pathologies and late potentials. This effect is especially negative when the distortion of the shape of the signal falls on the area with late potentials (Fig. 4, 12). These deformations can change the form of low-amplitude components and make them indistinguishable for a doctor, as well as artificial algorithms for detecting late potentials.

Averaging of real signals form the databank over the proposed method, in turn, shows a more accurate display of the morphology of the ECG wave (Fig. 4, 10), as well as greater resistance to interference, maintaining low-amplitude inclusions at the same time, in which late atrial potentials can appear. As a result, it makes possible to observe and measure the area with late potentials in more details.

From the graphs of the similarity metrics (Fig. 6) it can be observed, that the proposed method at low amplitudes of late potentials manifests itself much better than the usual averaging of cardiocycles. At LAP with an amplitude of 1 microvolt, the quality index for the proposed SVD-based algorithm is 10% better than for the averaged signal Fig. 6, b), 20% better for the FA-based algorithm (Fig. 6, d), and almost 30% better using PCA-based algorithm (Fig. 6, c). This trend is also observed in LVP quality indicators. In general, at low amplitudes of late potentials, the quality indicators of the proposed method are 10-20% better than the indicators of the classic averaged signal. Even in the case, when LVP has an amplitude of 1 microvolt and the averaged signal shows zero similarity with the template, the proposed method based on factor analysis shows a similarity coefficient of about 0.25. With an increase in the amplitude of late potentials (when exceeding 10-15 microvolts), the sensitivity of the proposed method and the usual averaging of the cardiocycle are equalized and become close to 1. But the quality metrics of the proposed method are 3-20% better in general.

During testing of the proposed method using an input signal containing about 300 cardiocycles, the following parameters showed the best results: epoch size $n = 25$-30 cardiocycles, overlap size $m = 10-15$ cardiocycles.

### Table 2 Comparison of the results of the classification of real ECG signals with available atrial and ventricular late potentials according to classical averaging and with the proposed averaging method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification model</th>
<th>Late ventricular potentials</th>
<th>Late atrial potentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classical averaging</td>
<td>Proposed averaging method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>FNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-neighbor</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of results</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-neighbor</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of results</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the basis of the classification results of the developed database with real LVP and LAP contained ECG signals (Table 2), we can see that the overall classification accuracy for all calculated models varies between 55% and 75%. Such rather low values are the result of the low quality of the original database with real ECG data, which was calculated automatically according to the classic method of LVP and LAP detection. The data has not been manually validated, so the resulting dataset contains false class labels, on which the models are trained. In addition, three to five signs (depending on the type of late potentials) were calculated from the 12-channel ECG according to the above-mentioned method. This number of features could be insufficient for a complete description of the dispersion of signals with available late potentials. But despite this, the quality of the obtained database is enough for testing signal preprocessing methods, comparing and analysis of their impact on the quality of classification.

The analysis of Table 2 shows, that the overall classification accuracy is higher for the proposed averaging method than for the classical method. For LVP, accuracy is 5% higher on average, and for LAP 12% higher on average. In addition, we can see that the probability of making a first-order error according to the FPR metric is lower with the proposed averaging method, by 12% for LVP and by 31% for LAP. This indicates, that the proposed method is more resistant to disturbances, which could appear on the averaged cardiocycle. This property can also be useful in late potentials determination. And this resistance is better manifested with a decrease in the amplitude of the useful signal.

On the other hand, the probability of making a second-order error by the FNR metric is slightly higher for the proposed averaging method, than for the classical method, on average by 3% for LVP and 21% for LAP. This result is explained by the omission of some late potentials due to the high degree of approximation.

This disadvantage can be corrected by reducing the parameters of epoch size – m and overlap – n, or by changing the method of selection of main vectors to a more sensitive one, for example, factor analysis (FA). We also see a significant increase in the TNR metric, and suppression in the TPR metric. But the suppression of TPR is much smaller than the increase of TNR, which is reflected in the increase in the overall accuracy of the classification by the proposed averaging method.

To improve the sensitivity of the proposed method in order to reduce the probability of second-order error, it is also possible to apply modified approaches to averaging the main vectors (cardiocycles) at the last stage of the proposed averaging method. These approaches could be modified using frequency methods, wavelet analysis, etc.

**Conclusions**

So, the proposed method carries a number of improvements for the reliable detection of late potentials, even in highly noisy cardiac signals. The analysis of interference resistance on the averaged cardiocycles showed that the proposed method is more resistant to high-amplitude irregular interference, wrong selections of cardiocycles, and distortions of the useful low-amplitude signal (late potentials) than the classical averaging algorithm.

The results of the comparison of the late potentials extracted using the proposed method and the usual averaging based on similarity metrics were obtained. According to these results, the proposed method extracts a signal that is more similar to the template after processing of signal epochs.

This phenomenon is especially evident at small amplitudes of the useful signal.

On the base of the analysis of the impact of the proposed method on the classification results, it was found that its use leads to an improvement in the overall accuracy of the classification, and also to a decrease in the probability of the first kind of error.

This method does not make changes to the morphology of the signal and is suitable for further application of already existing methods for detecting late potentials. In addition, this method can be further developed at the stages of selection of the main vectors or their averaging. It can also improve the reliability and quality of the detection of low-amplitude components.
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Анотація — Дана стаття націлена на аналіз та вдосконалення методів попередньої обробки електрокардіосигналів для задачі виявлення низькоамплітудних регулярних компонент. В даному дослідженні було проаналізовано основні переваги та недоліки існуючих підходів до попередньої обробки ЕКГ сигналу для задачі виявлення пізніх потенціалів шлуночків та передсердь. На основі проведеного аналізу, з метою підвищення точності виявлення пізніх потенціалів різними алгоритмами, та покращення якості попередньої обробки ЕКГ сигналу для виявлення низькоамплітудних компонент, було запропоновано удосконаленний метод усереднення кардіоциклів. Головною особливістю запропонованого методу є розбиття великої кількості кардіоциклів для усереднення на менші сукупності (епохи), та подальше застосування лінійного матричного розкладання для придушення нерегулярних включень. Також за необхідності в разі розбиття на епохи можна використовувати перекриття. Це дозволить зменшити розбіжності між епохами, та збільшити кількість кардіоциклів. Використання даного підходу дає можливість мінімізувати нерегулярні включення в ЕКГ сигнал та підвищити точність виділення низькоамплітудних пізніх потенціалів. Крім того, розбиття на епохи та перекриття дозволяє уникнути розмиття низькоамплітудних високочастотних компонент під час усереднення в результаті варіабельності серцевого ритму, а також покращувати якість усередненого сигналу при використанні зменшеної кількості кардіоциклів. Для тестування запропонованого методу використовувались різні підходи для оцінки попередньої обробки ЕКГ сигналу. Переважно було проведено порівняння кардіоциклів, які були отримані в результаті роботи різних алгоритмів усереднення та запропонованого методу, з еталоном. Для тестування методу усереднення, було зроблено штучний ЕКГ сигнал з наявним шумом, наявними пізніми потенціалами шлуночків та передсердь, варіабельністю серцевого ритму, а також з високоамплітудною компонентою, яка виникає у випадковому місці через кожні два серцеві скорочення. Еталонний кардіоцикл було отримано з вихідного штучного сигналу без наявних спотворень та шуму. По перше, було проведено візуальне порівняння та оцінка різних методів усереднення з еталоном. По друге, было розраховано метрики подібності пізніх потенціалів на усередненому кардіоциклі з пізніми потенціалами на еталонному сигналі. На основі даних метрик було побудовано криві залежностей значення метрик подібності від амплітуди пізніх потенціалів на ЕКГ сигналі. По третє, було проведено оцінку впливу запропонованого методу усереднення на результати класифікації реальних ЕКГ сигналів з наявними пізніми потенціалами за допомогою різних алгоритмів машинного навчання. Загальний результат тестування показав, що запропонований метод усереднення за результатами дослідження здатний відтворювати морфологію низькоамплітудних регулярних складових на 10-30% точніше, та покращувати точність класифікації на 5-12%.

Ключові слова — пізні потенціали шлуночків; пізні потенціали передсердь; електрокардіографія; обробка біомедичних сигналів; алгоритми обробки сигналів; усунення шумів сигналу; машинне навчання.
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